
24 may 71 

We have a file on CIA subsidies, almost all of it on subsidies to students, 
but some on unions, Radio Free Europe, etc. Practically all of it is for 1967. 
Also clippings April 1966 an Miehigan State and M.I.T. 

Cannot tell from your letter to Ed precisely what it is you need. The list 
below is a random sampling. If you'd check any you think you can use and return this, 
we'd be glad to make copies and send them promptly. (You probably have all of them 
already, but list might give you a clue to dates in your own file.) how about a double 
Cheek mark for copies - or write Copy in the margin - and a single eheck mark to indicate 
direction of interest? We'd have abetter idea, then, of what to 'oak for. 

A student group concedes it took funds from C.I.A.; National Association Bays it 
received aid from early 1950's until last year; role in spying denied; leader 
asserts all money was used to help pay for overt activities abroad. Neil Sheehan, 
Mimes 14 Feb 67. 

State Department affirms C.I.A. gave students aid; lenders of student group explain 
link  with C.I.A. Neil Sheehan, NYTimee 15 Feb 67. 

Foundations linked to C.I.A. are found to subsidize 4 other youth organizations; funds 
identified as go-betweens. Neil Sheehan, Mimes 16 Feb 67. 

5 new groups tied to C.I.A. conduits; got funds of 3 foundations the ageney aided - 
student unit favors ending links. Iroundations named are J. Frederick Brown 
Foundation, Independence Foundation, Sydney and Esther Rabb Charitable Foundation, 
all of Bostan.j Neil Sheehan, Mimes 17 Feb 67. 

Ex-student [Frederic Delano Houghteling] tells of C.I.A. intrigue. Roy Reed, )1!Times, 
17 Feb 67. 

A growing roster of CIA subsidies; business loaders involved. Richard Harwood, 
Times-Post Service, SPChronicle 18 Feb 67. [Story deals with several foundations in 
Texas, including Roblitzelle; names Judge Sarah T. Hughes and Lean Jaworski but 
gives few details of involvement. "Jeworski refueed to discuss the financial 
affairs of the .Anderson Foundation." "Efforts to reach Judge Hughes Were 
unsuccessful."] 

Students accuse C.I.A. of 'Trapping' some into spying; say agency used 'fantastic 
pressure' an youths to keep missions secret ... Ben A. Franklin, Mimes 19 Feb 71. 

Students toll CIA, approach; money, draft deferments [threat of jail]. AP, SFChronicle 
18 Feb 67. 

Student [Leslie R. Colitt] recalls C.I.A. recruiting Lat Free letiversity of Berlin]. 
Story by Colitt, Mimes 20 Fee 67. 

Trustee of Hobby Foundation Douston] affirms C.I.A. Link E.W. Kenworthy, NYTimes 
21 Feb 67. 

Mystery death hides student's ties to CIA. [Story is on S. Avrea Ingram Jr., with 
details on NSA-Ingram-CIA link. Pound dead by hotel maid, New York, 5 Feb 57; nude 
on floor, leather belt around neck attached to knob of desk drawer; NY medical 
examiner called death "asphyxia  by linrgine  and said iedicatione were nuicide. Had 
returned from Vienna -where he was Internationel Student Conference field worker just 
after Hungarian uprising Oct 56. "His overt job was to help student-freedom fighters 
fleeing Hungary to resettle and resume their studies in the West. 'What else he may 
have been doing is not known."J Stuart H. Leery, LATimes 26 Feb 67 - clipping 
incomplete. 

A hidden liberal - Cord Meyer Jr. [CIA "spook" in charge of covertly subsidizing 
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overseas activities of National Student Association and other groups.] Background 
story on Meyer, no byline, N/Times 30 Mar 67. 

21 foundations, union got money from CIA. [Approx. two columns listing foundations and 
beneficiary organizations.] Don Irwin and Vincent J. Burke, staff writers, 
LATimes 26 Feb 67. 

(Reminder note in file of column? article? on CIA subsidies by Dwight MacDonald, 
Enquire June 67, p. 72.) 

NSA chiefs bare CIA threats after split. AP, N.O. States-Item 14 Aug 67. 


